Veranda for the hotel
and catering industry

V950 - Lugano

Make the most of the summer season with
the unique V950-Lugano veranda: a high
quality construction, a large sheltered terrace
and a lot of luxurious expansion options!

www.verano.eu
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Unique veranda
The Lugano is unique due to the large range of expansion options.
The steady construction and the firm aluminium profiles provide a solid
and reliable veranda. The Lugano veranda is available up to a maximum
width of 7 meter, allowing you to create a large sheltered terrace. The open
construction gives you the freedom to easily extend and retract the fabric.
In closed condition, the fabric is protected against dirt and weather influences. The sun protection fabric provides optimal protection against heat
and harmful UV-radiation. The Lugano can also be provided with a special
fabric that protects against light rain. The Lugano veranda is very suitable
for expansion with several other Verano® products.

The ultimate experience
Optionally, you can provide the V950-Lugano with an integrated misting
system with optional scent experience. This innovative and patented
system makes it possible to spread a light mist on hot summer days. It is
also possible to spread scents through the system. Think of the scent of
coffee or hot sandwiches. Both options give your sales an extra boost!

Warranty
You purchase the V950-Lugano veranda to enjoy it for many years. The
V950-Lugano is therefore made from the best materials and we give you
a five year warranty. The warranty on the fabric depends on the type
of fabric. The warranty is only given if all instructions for installation,
use and maintenance are properly followed.

Standard
- Solid construction of aluminium profiles
- Minimal width: 1,50 meter, maximum width: 7 meter
- Minimal depth: 2 meter, maximum depth: 7 meter
- Electrical control
- Different fabrics

Luxurious expansion options
- Integrated misting system with optional scent experience.
- Integrated halogen or LED lighting.
- The V950-Lugano is suitable for expansion with the Verano® glass walls,
the Verano® wind screens, the Verano® V599-Ritzscreen® and the
Verano® wedge.
- Special fabric for protection against light rain.
The wide range of expansion options for the Lugano veranda give you
the possibility the to start early with the summer season, but also to
enjoy it longer. Your competitive advantage in the outdoor season
will significantly increase.
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